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Abstract
While self-training has advanced semi-supervised semantic segmentation, it severely suffers from the longtailed class distribution on real-world semantic segmentation datasets that make the pseudo-labeled data bias toward majority classes. In this paper, we present a simple and yet effective Distribution Alignment and Random
Sampling (DARS) method to produce unbiased pseudo labels that match the true class distribution estimated from
the labeled data. Besides, we also contribute a progressive data augmentation and labeling strategy to facilitate
model training with pseudo-labeled data. Experiments on
both Cityscapes and PASCAL VOC 2012 datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. Albeit simple,
our method performs favorably in comparison with stateof-the-art approaches. Code will be available at https:
//github.com/CVMI-Lab/DARS.

1. Introduction
Recent years have witnessed the great success of deep
convolutional neural network (DCNNs) in semantic segmentation [46, 37, 8, 36, 57]. The success, however, heavily
relies on a large number of training data with accurate pixellevel human annotations, which are prohibitively expensive
and time-consuming to collect.
Semi-supervised learning (SSL) provides a promising
path [51, 49, 29, 52, 47] to ease human annotation burden by
using a small amount of labeled data in conjunction with a
large amount of unlabeled data to obtain an accurate model.
In this regard, self-training, alternating between generating pseudo labels for unlabeled data using model predictions and training the model with pseudo-labeled data, is a
classic and effective approach for semi-supervised learning
and has obtained state-of-the-art results [17, 5, 60] in semisupervised semantic segmentation with DCNNs.
Motivations. Despite the encouraging results, most of the
previous self-training approaches [60, 59, 31, 56, 47] as* equal contribution
† corresponding author
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Figure 1. Class distribution mismatch on the Cityscapes
dataset [10]. ’Labeled’ and ’ST’ denote the class distribution of
true labels in the labeled set and pseudo labels produced by ST.
We line up percentages of each class for better visualization.

sume a class-balanced data distribution and hence adopt a
single confidence thresholding (ST) scheme to produce the
pseudo labels (i.e. pixels with prediction confidence score
exceeding a pre-defined threshold are pseudo-labeled) to
guarantee pseudo label qualities. However, most real-world
semantic segmentation datasets [35, 10, 15, 58] have long
tail class distributions with few categories occupying the
majority of pixels as illustrated in Fig. 1. And, it is well
known that DCNNs trained with such long-tailed data distribution will produce predictions biased toward the dominant categories [12]. This can be even more problematic
for self-training, since pseudo labels are generated based on
these biased model predictions. There exists a severe distribution mismatch between true and pseudo labels, especially
for tail categories (see Fig. 1), which will harm self-training.
Recently, only very few works [61, 17] attempt to address the class distribution issue in pseudo labels via sampling the same percentage of pixels for each category based
on the predicted results instead of using a single confidence
threshold. However, as the class distribution for the predictions has already deviated from the true distribution, the
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produced pseudo labels will undoubtedly still suffer from
the bias. Here, we argue that this distribution mismatch issue is a largely overlooked problem, hindering further improvements in semi-supervised semantic segmentation.
Our Contributions. In this work, we present a simple yet
effective baseline method to re-distribute the biased pseudo
labels, aligning their distribution with the true distribution
for improving semi-supervised semantic segmentation.
First, we highlight the distribution mismatch issue in
semi-supervised semantic segmentation, formulate the task
as an optimization problem, and further design a Distribution Alignment and Random Sampling (DARS) method
to obtain unbiased pseudo-labeled data, matching the true
class distribution. We point out that many pixels share the
same confidence value (confidence overlapping) due to the
over-confident issue in DCNNs [20], which makes it not viable to achieve distribution matching only by thresholding.
Therefore, we propose distribution alignment with classwise thresholding and random sampling to achieve perfect
distribution alignment.
Second, inspired by [53], during the self-training process, we contribute a progressive strategy tailored to semantic segmentation which gradually increases the strength
of data augmentation (e.g. the range of random scaling)
and enlarges the labeling ratio. This strategy prevents the
model from being overwhelmed by noisy data from an inaccurate model or strongly augmented examples at the initial stage, and avoids overfitting to high-confident pseudolabeled easy examples through leveraging diversified augmented data and an increased number of pseudo-labeled
data from an improved model.
Third, our proposed method is generic, simple and efficient, which can be seamlessly incorporated into other
self-training pipelines for semi-supervised semantic segmentation by adding only a few lines of code. Albeit simple, our approach achieves surprisingly good performance
compared with state-of-the-art approaches. For Cityscapes
dataset, our model gains a significant amount of performance boost of 8.89% mIoU in the 81 split setting, approaching the fully supervised results. Moreover, we also
verify our method on PASCAL VOC 2012, where ours outperforms previous state-of-the-art by 4.49% mIoU.
Finally, we further explore the performance gain in semisupervised semantic segmentation with the growth of unlabeled data and find that the performance gain gradually
saturates in the high-data regime. Further, we analyze the
potential bottlenecks for this issue and suggest future directions, hoping to inspire more works in this direction.

2. Related Work
Supervised Semantic Segmentation. The introduction
of fully convolutional neural networks (FCN) [46, 37] is a
remarkable milestone in semantic segmentation. Most following works build upon it and either take advantage of

multi-scale inputs [8, 11, 16, 32, 33, 44], or use feature
pyramid spatial pooling [36, 57], or dilated convolutions
[6, 7, 9, 30, 50, 54] to improve the model, and encoderdecoder models [1, 9, 30, 45] have also been proved effective. We choose PSPNet [57] in our main experiments for
its simplicity and compelling performance, and Deeplabv2
[6] for a fair comparison with previous works.
Semi-Supervised Learning. Recently, noticeable progress
has been made in the literature of semi-supervised learning, and successful examples usually fall onto two lines of
work. One is consistency training, assuming the model’s
predictions to be invariant when various perturbations are
applied, such as UDA [51], MT [49], VAT [40], Temporal
Ensemble [29], Dual Student [27]. The other line of work
is self-training [52], closely related to entropy minimization
[19] and pseudo labeling [3, 47, 13].
In this work, we mainly focus on self-training, which often utilizes prediction confidence to assign pseudo labels to
confident predictions assuming that high confidence corresponds to good accuracy. To do so, a confidence threshold
is often used to filter out low confidence unreliable predictions, and the remaining are constructed as pseudo-labels.
Berthelot et al. [3] average the predictions of different augmented versions of an unlabeled sample, and applies sharpening and mixup to generate pseudo labels. Sohn et al.[47]
use a confidence threshold to generate pseudo-labels for
weakly-augmented versions of unlabeled images and then
train a model in the fully supervised way with obtained
pseudo labels and stronger data augmentation. Xie et al.
[52] iteratively generate pseudo labels and train models with
them. While these methods achieve impressive results, little attention has been paid to the structure and quality of
pseudo-labeled data. Concurrently, [2] and [28] propose to
refine pseudo labels using distribution information, but their
methods may not be well extended to pixel-level tasks like
semantic segmentation due to the over-confident predictions
and their high computational complexities for optimization.
In contrast, our proposed method is simple yet efficient to
handle bias in pseudo-labeling for segmentation.
Semi-Supervised Semantic Segmentation. Inspired by
the recent development of SSL methods in the image classification domain, a few works explore semi-supervised
learning in semantic segmentation and show promising results. Hung et al. [24] and Mittal et al. [39] turn to adversarial learning, and a discriminator or a multi-label mean
teacher (MLMT) branch is added to select reliable predictions as pseudo labels. Mendel et al. [38] extend the GANFramework and add a secondary model as a corrector to
correct the predictions from the segmentation model.
Consistency based methods are also frequently revisited.
French et al. [18] build upon [55] and enforce the mixed
predictions and predictions of mixed inputs to be consistent
with each other. Ouali et al. [42] apply perturbations in the
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Figure 2. An overview of our semi-supervised semantic segmentation framework. k denotes the round index, where the round k=0
is the pre-training round, and rounds k>0 are self-training rounds.

feature space and enforce consistency between predictions
of different perturbation versions. Ke et al. [26] propose a
flaw detector and apply dynamic consistency constraint.
Our proposed method is more closely related to selftraining or pseudo labeling based methods. Concurrently,
[60] and [5] extend the self-training strategy of [52] from
image classification to semantic segmentation. Feng et
al. [17] propose a class-balanced curriculum for semisupervised semantic segmentation, which can be viewed as
the most related work to ours. However, these works do not
exploit the bias in pseudo-labeling and either using a single
confidence threshold for all classes or confining the number
of samples in each class with respect to the biased prediction. In contrast, our method explicitly process the bias in
pseudo-labeling and prevent it from harming self-training.

3. Method
3.1. Overview
In SSL, we are given a small set of labeled examples and
l
a large set of unlabeled examples. Let Dl = {(xli , yil )}N
i=1
u Nu
represent the Nl labeled examples, and Du = {xi }i=1
represent the Nu unlabeled examples, where xli is the ith labeled image with spatial dimensions H × W , yil ∈
{0, 1}C×H×W is its corresponding one-hot encoded pixelwise label map with C as the number of categories, and xui
is the i-th unlabeled image.
Given Dl and Du , our goal is to train a semantic segmentation network F (θ) with parameters θ to achieve satisfactory results on the test set with the same distribution as the
training data. An overview of our framework is shown in
Fig. 2, which consists of several steps explained as follows.
Step 1: At round k=0, we learn a student model F (., θ0s )
only on the Nl labeled examples by minimizing
  \vspace {-0.25cm} \frac {1}{N_l} \sum _{i=1}^{N_l}\mathcal {L}(y^l_i,F(x^l_i,\theta ^{s}_0)), 
(1)
where L(., .) denotes the cross entropy loss.
Step 2: At round k, we use the learned student model
s
F (., θk−1
) to be the teacher model F (., θkt ), producing pre-

u
dictions {pui }N
i=1 for the Nu unlabeled examples. Here,
u
C×H×W
pi ∈ [0, 1]
are the network outputs after the softl Nl
u
max operation. Given {pui }N
i=1 and {yi }i=1 , we generate
u Nu
the pseudo labels {ỹi }i=1 with our DARS method.
eu = {(xu , ỹ u )}Nu ,
Step 3: At round k, equipped with D
i
i
i=1
eu to train a student model F (., θs ). The
we use both Dl , D
k
student model resumes from the teacher model and is optimized by minimizing
  \vspace {-0.2cm} \frac {1}{N_l} \sum _{i=1}^{N_l}\mathcal {L}(y^l_i,F(x^l_i,\theta ^{s}_k)) + \frac {1}{N_u} \sum _{i=1}^{N_u}\mathcal {L}(\tilde {y}^u_i,F(x^u_i,\theta ^{s}_k)). 
(2)

Self-training iterates between Step 2 and Step 3 until no
more performance gain can be achieved. During iterative
training, a progressive augmentation and labeling strategy
is designed to further enhance performance.
In the following, we first elaborate on our unbiased
pseudo-labeled data generation with our DARS method in
Sec. 3.2 . Then, we explain our designed strategies in data
augmentation and labeling for effective training and pseudo
label generation in Sec. 3.3 during self-training.

3.2. Unbiased Pseudo Label Generation
To reduce noise in pseudo-labeled data and enhance their
qualities, previous works either adopt a single confidence
threshold [60, 59, 31, 56, 47] for all categories or a labeling
ratio controlling the percentage of labeled pixels [61, 17].
However, both criteria suffer from the long-tail data distribution which biases pseudo-labeled data toward the dominant categories and causes a severe distribution mismatch
between true and pseudo labels, thereby harming effective
learning for tail categories.
In this section, we will present a very simple yet effective
technique to produce unbiased high-quality pseudo-labeled
data whose class distribution matches the true distribution.
Here, we use the class distribution of the labeled data as
the true distribution, since it should be representative of the
real-world data under unbiased random sampling.
Problem Formulation. Before diving into the details, we
present our formulation of this problem as follows. Given
u Nu
l
the labeled data {(xli , yil )}N
i=1 and predictions {pi }i=1 from
the teacher model, we aim to obtain the pseudo labels
u
{ỹiu }N
i=1 that occupy α% of all the pixels, where α is the labeling ratio to control the quality of pseudo-labeled pixels.
To ensure the distribution matching and encourage pixels
with high prediction confidence to have a larger possibility to be pseudo-labeled, we adopt category-specific confidence thresholds T = {ti }C
i=1 to derive the pseudo-labeled
u
data {ỹiu }N
i=1 , where pixels with confidence scores not
smaller than the corresponding class threshold are pseudolabeled. T is derived by solving the following optimization
problem,
  \begin {aligned} \mathop {\arg \min }_{T} \ \ & D_\text {KL}(R(\{y^l_i\}^{N_l}_{i=1}), R(\{\tilde {y}_i^u\}^{N_u}_{i=1})), \\ \text {subject to} \ \ &\tilde {y}_i^u = G(T,p_i^u), P(\{\tilde {y}_i^u\}_{i=1}^{N_u}) = \alpha \%. \end {aligned} \vspace {-0.2cm} \label {eq:ratio} 
(3)
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Figure 3. Confidence overlapping issue in Cityscapes semantic
segmentation task [10] with PSPNet50 backbone [57]. a) Histograms of confidence values for class Road; b) Histograms of
confidence values for class Pole.

Here, given the labeled data, R(.) is a frequency counting function which outputs the labeled (pseudo-labeled)
pixel percentage ril ( or riu ) of category i, i.e. {ril }C
i=1 =
Nl
u Nu
) or {riu }C
R({yil }i=1
i=1 = R({ỹi }i=1 ), DKL (., .) calculates the Kullback-Libeler (KL) divergence measuring the
distance of two distributions. Besides, G(., .) is to generate a valid pseudo label to pixels if the confidence value is
not smaller than the threshold of the corresponding category, otherwise, assign an ignore label to the pixel and P (.)
returns the percentage of pseudo-labeled pixels. Notably,
pixels with ignore label will not contribute to the training.
u Nu
l
DKL is minimized when R({yil }N
i=1 ) and R({ỹi }i=1 )
are the same, and thus the desirable number of pseudolabeled pixels for each category j is:
  \vspace {-0.25cm} n_j^u = \alpha \% \times N_u \times H \times W \times r_j^l. \label {eq:desired_num} 

(4)

Further, the above optimization problem is readily solvable
if the confidence values are distinct with no overlapped values: tj corresponds to the nuj -th prediction value if we sort
in descending order the prediction confidence of all pixels
with predicted category j.
Confidence Overlapping. However, in semantic segmentation, our observation shows many pixels have similar and
indistinguishable confidence values (“confidence overlapping” for short), which is largely due to the fact DCNNs are
prone to producing over-confident prediction values [20].
We observe this issue is serious for head categories in semantic segmentation as shown in Fig. 3 (a), the confidence
values for the road category are distributed in a very narrow
range, and the confidence of 81.3% road pixels is 1.
This renders our previous solution to Eq. (3) not viable,
which means the number of pixels after thresholding ñuj
should be larger than nuj , and the serious confidence overlapping issue makes this not ignorable, i.e. ñuj is larger than
nuj by a significant percentage. The class distribution, therefore, still deviates from the true distribution. This issue is
especially severe for the head categories such as road in
Cityscapes. The overlapping in confidence values also suggests that the optimal solution to Eq. (3) is not unique.
Though calibration methods, among which temperature
scaling [23, 20, 25] has been shown to be the most effective

Figure 4. Training loss of pseudo labels in iterative training (k=2),
where αk and βk denote the labeling ratio and the strength of data
augmentation at round k. Right are examples of image crop and
pseudo label pair for each case.

one for DNNs, have been studied to make DCNN’s prediction calibrated and distinguishable, and there are also recent
works focus on long-tailed recognition such as Focal Loss
[34], our ablation studies demonstrate that they fail to offer
distribution alignment and are sub-optimal to our problem,
while introducing additional cost to validate the parameters.
In the following, we present our simple yet effective
method to find one solution to the above problem by alignment and sampling with a few lines of code in Algorithm 1.
Distribution Alignment and Random Sampling (DARS).
Firstly, we assume no confidence overlapping and perform
distribution alignment with the optimal solution to Eq. (3),
as shown in Algorithm 1 (Line 2 – 3). For categories that
do not suffer from serious confidence overlapping, we can
derive the desirable number of pixels nuj for category j by
ignoring all pixels for category j with confidence lower than
threshold tj . This stage resolves the distribution mismatch
problem to some extent especially for tail categories which
do not suffer from serious “confidence” overlapping issue,
such as pole in Cityscapes, shown in Fig. 3 (b).
Algorithm 1 DARS
N

l
Input: Labeled set labels {yil }i=1
, network predictions on the unlabeled
Nu
set {pu
}
and
labeling
ratio
α.
i i=1
u
Output: Pseudo labels {ỹiu }N
i=1
1: # Distribution Alignment
C
C
2: Calculate {nu
i }i=1 , {tj }j=1 according to Eq. (3) and Eq. (4)
u
3: Obtain initial pseudo labels {ỹiu }N
i=1 by ignoring low confidence laNu
bels in argmax{pu
}
compared
with
{tj }C
i i=1
j=1
4: # Random Sampling
C
u
u
5: Count sampling ratio: {sj }j=1 ← nj /ñj
u
6: Update {ỹiu }N
i=1 by randomly ignoring 1−sj percent pseudo-labeled
pixels for each class j

Due to confidence overlapping, especially for head categories, the number of pixels derived after distribution alignment might be larger than the desirable number of pixels.
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Thus, we study how to effectively sample pixels for these
categories. Here, we use the random sampling strategy to
get the desirable number of pixels as described in Algorithm 1 (Line 5 – 6). The reason lies in the following folds:
1) random sampling helps redistribute the centralized highconfident pixels to different regions, effectively enlarging
its spatial coverage; and 2) random sampling functions as a
way of data augmentation to enhance model performance.

3.3. Progressive Data Augmentation and Labeling
Self-training can benefit from iterative learning. However, during the iterative learning process, if we only update
pseudo labels by the latest model while keeping the labeling ratio and data augmentation magnitude the same, the
training loss starts from a very low value shown in Fig. 4
(blue curve), which implies that the model has already fit
the pseudo-labeled data well, and the data cannot further
improve the model performance.
Motivated by these observations, we propose to progressively enlarge the labeling ratio α similar to [61, 17] and increase the strength of data augmentation. Progressively enlarging the labeling ratio helps the model harvest novel data
samples without sacrificing the quality of pseudo-labeled
data, benefited from an improved model. Though inducing
novel data by enlarging the ratio could benefit model training, enlarging the labeling ratio alone still provides quite little new information for iterative process since the loss curve
only raises a little at the start as shown in Fig. 4 (red curve),
and the model still easily fits the pseudo-labeled data which
are typical high-confident easy samples.
Hence, we propose an orthogonal strategy to introduce new data samples for iterative training through progressively increasing the magnitude of data augmentation.
Stronger data augmentations could bring unseen cases for
the model and turn easy samples into challenging ones
while not affecting the quality of pseudo labels, and thus
providing new information for model updates.
For the semantic segmentation task, random scaling is
the most useful data augmentation strategy. Here, we also
focus on strengthening the random scaling effect. At the
initial stage, we use weak data augmentations to prevent the
model from being influenced by challenging hard examples
from augmentation as the model still struggles with easy examples at that time. Then, we increase the range of scales
at different self-training stages. Given the range of random scales [smin , smax ], the upper bound will be increased
by βmax and the lower bound will be decreased by βmin
with the new random scale range in [(1 − βmin )smin , (1 +
βmax )smax ]. As shown in Fig. 4 (green curve), after increasing the magnitude, the loss for pseudo-label data starts
from a relatively high point and gradually converges to zero,
which suggests further model updates and improvements.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup
Datasets. To evaluate our method, we conduct the
main experiments and ablation studies on the Cityscapes
dataset [10], which contains 5K fine annotated images and
is divided into 2975, 500 and 1525 three image sets for
training, validation and test respectively. 19 urban-scene semantic classes are defined in Cityscapes for semantic segmentation. Similar to previous standards [24, 39, 18, 41,
17, 38] in semi-supervised semantic segmentation, we randomly sample 1/8 and 1/4 training images to construct the
labeled set, and the remaining training images consist of
the unlabeled set. To further explore the effectiveness of
the proposed method, we also conduct experiments on the
PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset (VOC12) [14], which provides
20 semantic classes and 1 background class. The VOC12
dataset consists of 1464 training, 1449 validation, and 1456
test images. Following previous common practice [42, 24]
for semi-supervised settings, we use the official 1464 training images as labeled data and the 9k augmented set [21] as
unlabeled data.
Comparison Methods. We denote the model trained with
only the labeled set as Baseline, and with both the labeled
set and ground truth labels of the unlabeled set as Oracle.
Backbone. It is noteworthy that most previous works
employ the Deeplabv2 [24, 39, 18, 17, 38] framework.
Nevertheless, we argue that exploring semi-supervised approaches based on a strong baseline could further illustrate
their effectiveness and is more practical for real-world scenarios. Hence, we use PSPNet [57] with ResNet-50 [22]
as our backbone segmentation network for the main experiments. Our reported Oracle is similar to the results reported
by the paper [57]. Moreover, we also provide the results of
our method with Deeplabv2 backbone for a fair comparison.
Note that we employ PSPNet instead of the top ones
on leaderboards, because the SOTA methods often contain
heavy engineering and parameter tunning, accompanying
large computation costs, and PSPNet is our best trade-off
between reproducibility, performance and costs.
Implementation Details. We implement our method using the PyTorch [43] framework and set the batch size to
16. In self-training, a batch of 16 images is composed of
8 labeled images and 8 unlabeled images, and an epoch is
defined as training once on all unlabeled images as previous
standard [17]. The number of epochs in each round is 200
for Cityscapes and 50 for VOC12. During training, we employ the SGD [4] with an initial learning rate of 0.01, momentum 0.9 and weight decay 0.0001 respectively. Also,
we use a polynomial learning annealing procedure [6] to
schedule the learning rate. For data augmentation, we use
random scaling, random horizontal flipping, random rota-
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Method
Hung et al. [24]
Mittal et al. [39]
CutMix [18]
DST-CBC [17]
Mendel et al. [38]
DARS (crop 361)
DARS (crop 713)

Split
1/8
1/4
1/8
1/4
1/8
1/4
1/8
1/4
1/8
1/4
1/8
1/4
1/8
1/4

Baseline
55.5
59.9
56.2
60.2
55.25±0.66
60.57±1.13
56.7
61.1
55.96±0.86
60.54±0.85
60.75±0.35
66.54±0.48
65.54±0.34
69.22±0.01

mIoU (%)
Result
Oracle
58.8
67.7
62.3
59.3
65.8
61.9
60.34±1.24
67.53±0.35
63.87±0.71
60.5
66.9
64.4
60.26±0.84
66.9
63.77±0.65
69.64±0.01
73.80±0.34
71.30±0.08
72.78±0.17
76.60±0.67
74.32±0.12

Gain
3.3
2.4
3.1
1.7
5.09
3.30
3.8
3.3
4.3
3.23
8.89
4.76
7.24
5.10

Table 1. Comparison with the state-of-the-arts on Cityscapes val
set. DARS uses PSPNet50 backbone.

tion, and random Gaussian blur. Due to the high computation costs of large crop size, for Cityscapes, we only take
large crop size (i.e. 713×713) for comparison with the stateof-the-art methods, while a small crop size (i.e. 361×361)
in our ablation studies for efficient training and evaluation.
For VOC12, we take crops of 321×321 as previous standard [42]. To be noted, we empirically find 2 self-training
rounds are enough for our implementation, and all results
with iterative training (IT) undergo 2 self-training rounds.
All of our results are derived by running the experiments on
the same setting for three times.

same backbone, DARS still outperforms previous state-ofthe-art methods by around 4% mIoU, and is 8% higher than
the baseline and only 2.7% to the oracle (66.9%).
Method
Deeplabv2 [6]
Hung et al. [24]
Mittal et al. [39]
CutMix [18]
DST-CBC [17]
Mendel et al. [38]
DARS

mIoU
56.2
57.1
59.3
60.34
60.5
60.26
64.20

Table 2. Comparison with the state-of-the-arts with DeepLabv2
backbone in 1/8 split setting for Cityscapes.

4.2.2 VOC12
We further verify the effectiveness of our method by comparing with state-of-the-arts on VOC12 in Table 3. Compared with the most recent CCT method also with PSPNet50 backbone, our DARS significantly outperforms it
(with 4.49% mIoU) as well as other previous methods.
Method
GANSeg ([48])
AdvSemSeg ([24])
CCT ([42])
DARS

Backbone
VGG16
DeepLabv2-101
PSPNet50
PSPNet50

mIoU
64.10
68.40
69.40
73.89

Table 3. Comparison with the state-of-the-arts on VOC12 val set.

4.2. Comparison with Previous Work

4.3. Ablation Studies

All results of DARS reported in this section contain iterative training, and are tested only by a single scale.

For all of our ablation studies, we conduct experiments
in the setting of 1/8 split on Cityscapes dataset, with crop
size 361×361 and PSPNet50 backbone.

4.2.1

4.3.1 Ablation Study for Pseudo-labeling Process
Comparison of different pseudo-labeling methods. Since
our goal is to re-distribute the biased pseudo labels towards
the distribution of labeled data in iterative self-training,
here, we compare our DARS method with the following different pseudo-labeling methods:
• ST: the single confidence thresholding method like
[52, 60], regraded as the self-training baseline method;
• CBST: the class balanced confidence thresholding
method [17, 61] based on prediction results, known as
the SOTA method in self-training;
• DA: Our proposed distribution aligning method without following random sampling to address confidence
overlapping;
• TS: Temperature scaling, incorporating with DA,
CBST or ST method to facilitate distribution alignment by calibrating model predictions as mentioned in
Sec. 3.2.
In the upper part of Table 4, we compare our DARS
with ST, ST+TS, CBST, CBST+TS, DA+TS in a single self-training round. DARS achieves 68.01% in terms
of mIoU, outperforming the single thresholding ST and
class-balanced CBST by 2.31% and 1.72%, respectively.

Cityscapes

PSPNet50. We construct experiments to compare the proposed DARS on PSPNet50 backbone with several state-ofthe-art semi-supervised semantic segmentation approaches.
We report the result of each approach with 1/8 and 1/4 labeled proportions on Cityscapes. As shown in Table 1, it is
noteworthy that the performance gaps between baseline and
oracle of previous works and ours are pretty close (e.g. for
1/8 split results, the gaps of all methods lie around 12%
mIoU). Our method, though based on a stronger model,
obtains more performance gains across all labeled splits.
Remarkably, with only 1/8 labeled data, our method outperforms our baseline 8.89% in terms of mIoU and is only
4.16% apart from the fully supervised oracle model. In addition, with a larger crop size (i.e. 713), our performance is
further boosted to achieve 74.32% mIoU with 1/4 labeled
data on Cityscapes, only 2.28% lower than the fully supervised oracle.
Deeplabv2. Here, we also follow the setting of previous
works [24, 39, 18, 17, 38] and report the experimental results with Deeplabv2 backbone for a fair comparison. We
study the setting of 1/8 split of Cityscapes, which is the most
challenging setting. As shown in Table 2, equipped with the
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road

sidewalk

building

wall

fence

pole

light

sign

veg

terrain

sky

person

rider

car

truck

bus

train

mbike

bike

Method
Baseline
ST
ST + TS
CBST
CBST + TS
DA + TS
DARS

96.7
97.4
97.3
97.1
96.8
97.2
97.1

75.4
78.3
77.7
77.6
77.1
77.9
77.7

88.2
89.5
89.5
89.5
89.4
89.7
89.8

35.2
43.4
43.2
42.4
43.7
44.8
50.2

35.0
38.1
39.1
44.9
44.2
45.6
46.3

45.8
47.6
48.3
50.2
50.1
50.7
50.8

50.3
55.7
57.8
58.9
58.6
59.2
58.6

63.0
68.1
68.7
69.8
68.9
69.1
69.5

89.6
90.9
90.8
90.6
90.4
90.6
90.7

53.9
56.6
56.3
57.1
55.5
56.1
57.4

92.3
93.3
93.4
93.1
92.7
93.0
92.8

72.1
75.1
74.9
75.2
75.0
75.1
75.0

46.7
51.4
50.7
52.6
52.6
52.9
52.6

90.0
91.7
91.4
91.5
91.3
91.6
91.8

38.4
49.0
48.5
49.2
48.8
54.8
57.6

47.9
67.9
67.9
68.4
66.9
69.4
70.3

33.0
38.0
40.2
35.5
42.7
43.1
44.3

33.7
46.5
46.3
46.3
51.1
48.3
49.9

67.0
69.9
69.8
69.6
69.7
69.6
69.7

Tail mIoU
47.2
54.0
54.3
55.0
55.5
56.7
57.9

ST + IT 97.5 78.8 89.6 43.4 38.5 47.2 55.1 69.4 90.9 56.1 93.3 75.1 51.4 91.9 49.5 67.5 47.3 52.3 70.4
CBST + IT 97.8 79.2 90.4 44.6 48.1 51.7 59.8 70.3 91.1 58.1 93.5 74.9 52.7 92.6 53.1 70.5 24.2 53.6 70.4
DARS + IT 97.2 78.5 90.1 49.3 47.7 50.9 59.9 70.1 90.8 59.6 92.9 75.2 54.4 92.5 67.7 73.0 48.7 54.7 69.9

55.2
56.1
60.6

mIoU
60.75±0.35
65.70±0.40
65.89±0.30
66.29±0.05
66.61±0.20
67.31±0.12
68.01±0.12

Gain
0.0
4.95
5.14
5.54
5.86
6.56
7.26

66.59±0.14 5.84
67.20±0.38 6.45
69.64±0.01 8.89

Table 4. Ablation study for different pseudo-labeling methods. The upper part reports results in a single self-training round (k=1, labeling
ratio α =20%), and the lower part reports results with iterative training (IT). The tail classes are highlighted in blue. We make the top-2
results bold for the upper part, and top-1 bold for the lower part. Tail mIoU shows the mean IoU of tail classes.

Equipped with temperature scaling (TS), ST+TS, CBST +
TS obtain 0.19%, 0.32% improvements, while our DARS
is still 0.7% superior to DA + TS strategy. This result validates TS is effective but sub-optimal in alleviating confidence overlapping and aligning pseudo label distribution.
Especially, our DARS achieves the top-2 best performance on 10 out of all 13 tail classes. Besides, we design to
calculate mIoU on tail class (denoted as Tail mIoU), where
our DARS further outperforms CBST 2.9%. These experimental results demonstrate the superiority of our method on
tail classes by aligning pseudo labels distribution which prevents the model from collapsing into head classes, e.g. our
DARS outperforms others on truck by over 8.4% mIoU.
In the lower part of Table 4, we further compare the
proposed DARS with other pseudo-labeling methods after combining iterative training. With iterative training,
DARS achieves more performance gain compared with ST
and CBST, and outperforms CBST+IT by 2.44% mIoU,
leading to a significant performance boost of 8.89% mIoU,
which indicates that DARS helps resolve the bias in pseudolabeling that may hurt iterative self-training.
Ablation study for distribution matching. While we have
shown that combining Temperature scaling with previous
pseudo-labeling methods lead to inferior performance compared with DARS, here, we directly compare the distribution mismatch (DKL ) between true labels from the labeled set and pseudo labels generated by different off-theshelf techniques, including calibration methods like Temperature Scaling, Matrix Platting Scaling, Histogram Binning and approaches aim at long-tailed recognition like Focal Loss [34]. All calibration parameters are optimized using the cross-entropy loss over the validation set as in [20]
(T=1.27 for TS in our experiments), and hyper-parameters
for focal loss adopt the advice from the paper (γ=2).
As shown in Table 5, some techniques such as TS, Matrix Platting Scaling, and Focal Loss may help to alleviate
the distribution mismatch in naive self-training (ST), but fail
to eliminate it, whereas our DARS is much simpler and en-

ables perfect distribution alignment.
Method
ST
ST + TS
ST + Matrix Platting Scaling
ST + Histogram Binning
ST + Focal Loss
DARS

DKL
0.0491
0.0357
0.0340
0.4188
0.0396
0.0005

Table 5. KL divergence between the distribution of true labels and
pseudo labels generated by different methods.

4.3.2 Ablation Study for the Progressive Strategy
We explore the effectiveness of enlarging labeling ratio α
and data augmentation magnitude (i.e. βmin and βmax ) in
iterative self-training, as discussed in Section 3.3.
Round
1
1
2
2
2

α (%)
20
20
20
50
50

βmin
0
0.2
0
0
0.2

βmax
0
0.5
0
0
0.5

mIoU
68.01±0.12
(-0.47) 67.54±0.26
(+0.26) 68.27±0.12
(+0.92) 68.93±0.16
(+1.63) 69.64±0.01

Table 6. Results for different labeling ratio α and data augmentation setups at self-training round 0,1 at split 1/8. βmin , βmax are
parameters for data augmentation magnitude defined in 3.3.

As shown in Table 6, directly using the model obtained
by round k=1 to generate new pseudo labels and train
round k=2 can only obtain 0.26% mIoU improvements (i.e.
βmin = βmax = 0). However, with larger labeled ratio
α = 50%, our round k=2 trained model delivers 0.92%
performance gains compared to round k=1 results. Furthermore, equipped our round k=2 self-training procedure with
larger labeled ratio α = 50% as well as stronger data augmentation magnitude βmin = 0.2, βmax = 0.5, our method
obtains 1.63% gains. These results provide strong evidence
for the necessity to introduce novel yet hard examples for
iterative self-training and echo our demonstrations in Section 3.3. To validate whether we just need stronger data
augmentation on each round, we show that directly applying stronger data augmentation on round k=1 could even
cause performance degradation.
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4.4. Additional Results and Analysis
Held-out test results. For all the reported results above, we
only provide experimental results on the validation sets, following the standard in semi-supervised semantic segmentation for a fair comparison. However, to verify the generalization ability of our method and show that we do not
heavily tune hyper-parameters, we also provide the results
on held-out test sets. As shown in Table 7, we obtain similar
gains on held-out test sets compared with validation sets.
Method
baseline
DARS

cs (crop 361)
59.73
(+8.10) 67.83

cs (crop 713)
64.70
(+5.50) 70.20

voc (crop 321)
66.87
(+4.97) 71.84

Table 7. Held-out test set: Cityscapes (cs) 1/8 split setting; VOC12
(voc) 1.4k labeled + 9k augmented unlabeled setting.

Improving fully-supervised models with extra unlabeled
data. In the above experiments, we have shown the effectiveness of DARS in the low-data regime. Here, we further
explore how much performance boost DARS can bring to
fully-supervised models (trained with all 3K fine annotated
training examples in Cityscapes, with crop size 713×713).
Concretely, we utilize the given 20K coarse annotated
images in Cityscapes. However, we ignore the original
coarse labels and instead generate pseudo labels for them
by DARS. To simulate the real-world scenarios, we study
the impact of the number of pseudo labels, denoted as Np .
We conduct experiments with Np = 3K, 6K, 9K, where
we keep the training iterations to be the same.
As shown in Table 8, more unlabeled data increases the
performance till saturation. However, the performance gain
in the high-data regime is relatively small compared with
the low-data regime and seems to meet a bootleneck.
Np
mIoU

0
76.60

3k
78.43

6k
78.64

9k
78.70

Table 8. Improving fully-supervised models with various number
of extra unlabeled data.

Analysis for potential bottlenecks in high-data regimes.
Here, we try to analyze the bottlenecks in the high-data
regime for semi-supervised semantic segmentation. Without loss of generalization, we take Cityscapes as an example to explore. While previous works usually group classes
into head and tail classes, here we present a four-group
categorization for classes in semantic segmentation from
the perspective of object size and appearing frequency: (1)
Classes that frequently appear (frequency>50%) with large
sizes (size>10% of the crop area), usually the head classes,
e.g. road, sky; (2) Classes with high appearing frequency
but small sizes, e.g. pole, traffic light/sign; (3) Classes that
rarely appear but with large sizes, e.g. truck, bus; (4) Classes
that both rarely occur and with small sizes, e.g. motorcycle.
To better understand why only limited performance
boosts could be achieved in the high-data regime, we plot
the performance gain of the four groups in both low-data
(i.e. 1/8, 1/4 split) and high-data regimes in Fig 5 (a). Since

Figure 5. (a) Performance gains of four groups in both low-data
(i.e. 1/8, 1/4 split) and high-data regimes. (b) Accuracy as a function of size on Cityscapes val set. For crop size 713×713=500k
pixels, we use 3 different bin sizes (0.5k, 12k, 40k respectively)
and each bin size for 10 bins.

group 1 classes are all head classes, it is natural that we
do not harvest much boost on them. However, for the rest
three groups that are all tail classes, only groups with rare
occurrence attribute (i.e. 3, 4) achieve noticeable gain, while
group 2 achieves similar limited gains as 1. Therefore,
we conclude that self-training mainly contributes to classes
with rare occurrence. As a result, in the high-data regime,
the occurrence of all classes increases and classes in group
3 could gradually evolve to group 1 with the growth of data,
which explains the decreased performance gain in group 3
from low to high-data regime. Hence, one potential bottleneck is the gradually saturated performance for originally
rare classes as training data increases.
In order to boost performance, we would expect classes
in group 2, 4 (both with small sizes) also turn into group
1, which inspires us that another bottleneck comes from the
network’s systematic error towards small size objects. As
shown in Fig 5 (b), we test the baseline model’s accuracy
of different object size ranges. The accuracy increases as
the object size grows. The network’s systematic error for
small objects leads to low pseudo label quality for them,
and further limits self-training performance on small objects. Hence, we suggest that the second bottleneck for
high-data regimes is the network’s systematic error towards
different object sizes. A promising direction is to develop
size agnostic architecture for semantic segmentation, which
we leave as future work.

5. Conclusion
We have presented a simple and yet effective DARS
method to calibrate the bias in pseudo-labeling, together
with a progressive data augmentation and labeling strategy
for iterative self-training. Experiments on Cityscapes and
VOC12 demonstrate that our simple method can outperform
existing sophisticated designed approaches. We hope our
formulation, encouraging results, and analysis for bottlenecks could inspire more research efforts in this direction.
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